CHAPTER 1

The Power of Inquiry

If they can put a man on the moon, why can't they make a decent foot?

What can a question do?

What business are we in now—and is there still a job for me?

Are questions becoming more valuable than answers?

Is "knowing" obsolete?

Why does everything begin with Why?

How do you move from asking to action?

If they can put a man on the moon, why can't they make a decent foot?

Back in 1976, long before there was a Google to field all of our queries, a young man named Van Phillips started asking the question above, first in his head and then aloud. Phillips felt his future depended upon finding a good answer, and no one seemed to have one for him.

He was twenty-one years old and had been living the charmed life of an athletic, handsome, and bright young college student.
But one day in the summer of that year, Phillips’s fortunes changed. He was water-skiing on a lake in Arizona when a small fire broke out on the boat pulling him. In the ensuing confusion, the boat’s driver didn’t see that a second motorboat, coming around a blind curve in the lake, was headed straight at Phillips.

Phillips awoke from anesthesia the next morning in a hospital. He recalls, “I did the proverbial ‘I don’t want to look, but let’s see’” and checked under his blanket to find “an empty place where my left foot should have been.” The limb had been severed, just below the knee, by the other boat’s propeller.

At the hospital, Phillips was fitted with “a pink foot attached to an aluminum tube.” The “foot” wasn’t much more than a block of wood with foam rubber added; such was the state of prosthetic limbs at the time. Phillips left the hospital with instructions: Get used to your “new best friend,” walk on it twice a day, and “toughen up that stump.” One of the first times he tried to walk on the foot, Phillips recalls, he tripped “on a pebble the size of a pea.” He knew, right then, this was not going to work for him. He recalls visiting his girlfriend’s parents’ house around that time, and being taken aside by her father, who said, “Van—you’re just going to have to learn to accept this.” When he heard that, Phillips recalls, “I bit my tongue. I knew he was right, in a way—I did have to accept that I was an amputee. But I would not accept the fact that I had to wear this foot.”

At that moment, Phillips exhibited one of the telltale signs of an innovative questioner: a refusal to accept the existing reality. He’d shown other signs before that in childhood—as a kid, he once went through his house and removed all the doorknobs (mischievous What If I take this apart? childhood stories are common among questioners). But now, as an adult, he was experiencing a critical Why moment, as in Why should I settle for this lousy foot?

This did not seem an unreasonable question to Phillips, particularly since he was very aware—as was everyone else at the time—that amazing things were happening in the world of technology, particularly in the U.S. space program. Hence, he naturally wondered why some of the vast means and know-how that enabled a man to walk on the moon couldn’t somehow be applied to his down-to-earth problem.

What he hadn’t thought of at that time—it would become clear to him later, as he got to know more about the field of prosthetics—was that some problems do not have governments or large corporations rushing to solve them. The prosthetics industry had been “in a time warp for decades,” Phillips recalls. No one was investing in it because the customer base, amputees, was no one’s idea of an attractive business market. “But this worked to my advantage in a way,” Phillips told me, years later. Since progress had been stalled for so long, it left plenty of room to question outdated approaches and status quo practices—and to inject much-needed fresh thinking.

Still, Phillips quickly found, as a naïve questioner sometimes does, that his Why and What If inquiries weren’t particularly welcome in the realm of What Is. Frequently in various professional domains—in hospitals or doctors’ offices, in business conference rooms, even in classrooms—basic, fundamental questions can make people impatient and even uncomfortable. Phillips’s questions about why there weren’t better prosthetic limbs, and whether that could be changed, could be taken as a challenge to the expertise of those who knew far more than he did on the subject—the doctors, the prosthetics engineers, and others who understood “what was possible” at the time.

As an outsider in that domain, Phillips was actually in the best position to ask questions. One of the many interesting and appealing things about questioning is that it often has an inverse relationship to expertise—such that, within their own subject areas, experts are apt to be poor questioners. Frank Lloyd Wright put it well when he remarked that an expert is someone who has “stopped thinking because he ‘knows.’” If you “know,” there’s no reason to ask; yet if you don’t ask, then you are relying on “expert” knowledge that is certainly limited, may be outdated, and could be altogether wrong.

Phillips was not going to convince the experts that he knew better (and in fact, he didn’t “know” better—he only suspected).
Somewhere along the line, he took another critical step for a questioner tackling a challenge: He took ownership of that question, *Why can’t they make a better foot?* To do this, he had to make a change of pronouns: Specifically, he had to replace *they* with *I*.

This is an important concept, as explained by the small, independent inventor and invertebrate questioner Mark Noonan, who once, after suffering his umpteenth backache from shoveling snow, wondered, *Why don’t they come up with a better shovel?* Noonan solved the problem himself, inventing a shovel with a long handle, a lever, and a wheel—when you use it, you no longer have to bend your back. Noonan observes that if you never actually do anything about a problem yourself, then you’re not really questioning—you’re complaining. And that situation you’re complaining about may never change because, as Regina Dugan, a former Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) director, has observed about problems in general, “We think someone else—someone smarter than us, someone more capable, with more resources—will solve that problem. But there isn’t anyone else.”

When Van Phillips realized that he was going to have to answer his own question, he also understood, almost immediately, that to inquire about prosthetics in a meaningful way he would have to wade into that world. He had been a broadcast major in college, but now changed directions and enrolled in one of the top prosthetics study programs in the United States, at Northwestern University, from whence he found work in a prosthetics lab in Utah. He began to understand how and why prosthetic limbs were designed the way they were.

He would spend nearly a decade grappling with his original question, then forming new ones, and eventually acting upon those. Phillips’s journey of inquiry led him to some unusual places: He extracted lessons from the animal kingdom and borrowed influences from his local swimming pool as well as from the battlefields of ancient China.

In his pursuit of a better foot, he faltered many times—literally, he fell to the ground again and again. This would happen as he was trying to answer his latest question (*I wonder if this prototype will hold up better than the last one?)* by taking it for a test run. He would receive his disappointing answer each time the new version of the foot broke under him. He would curse and swear, and then, inevitably, he would begin to ask new questions—attempting to understand and learn from each of his failures.

Then one day, the foot under him didn’t break. And Phillips knew, at that moment, that he was about to change the world.

**What can a question do?**

The Pulitzer Prize–winning historian David Hackett Fischer observed that questions “are the engines of intellect—cerebral machines that convert curiosity into controlled inquiry.” Fischer’s “engine” is just one of many metaphors that have been used to try to describe the surprising power that questions have. Questions are sometimes seen as spades that help to unearth buried truths; or flashlights that, in the words of Dan Rothstein of the Right Question Institute (RQI), “shine a light on where you need to go.”

The late Frances Peavey, a quirky, colorful social activist whose work revolved around what she called “strategic questioning” aimed at bridging cultural differences between people, once observed that a good question is like “a lever used to pry open the stuck lid on a paint can.”

Maybe we talk about what a question is like because it’s hard to wrap our minds around what it actually is. Many tend to think of it as a form of speech—but that would mean if you didn’t utter a question, it wouldn’t exist, and that’s not the case. A question can reside in the mind for a long time—maybe forever—without being spoken to anyone.

We do know that the ability to question, whether verbally or through other means, is one of the things that separates us from lower primates. Paul Harris, an education professor at Harvard University who has studied questioning in children, observes, “Unlike other primates, we humans are designed so that the young
look to the old for cultural information.” He sees this as an important “evolutionary divide”—that from an early age, even before speech, humans will use some form of questioning to try to gain information. A child may pick up a kiwi fruit and indicate, through a look or gesture directed at a nearby adult, a desire to know more. Chimpanzees don’t do this; they may “ask” for a treat through signaling, but it’s a simple request for food, as opposed to an information-seeking question.

So then, one of the primary drivers of questioning is an awareness of what we don’t know—which is a form of higher awareness that separates not only man from monkey but also the smart and curious person from the dullard who doesn’t know or care. Good questioners tend to be aware of, and quite comfortable with, their own ignorance (Richard Saul Wurman, the founder of the TED Conferences, has been known to brag, “I know more about my ignorance than you know about yours”). But they constantly probe that vast ignorance using the question flashlight—or, if you prefer, they attack it with the question spade.

The author Stuart Firestein, in his fine book *Ignorance: How It Drives Science*, argues that one of the keys to scientific discovery is the willingness of scientists to embrace ignorance—and to use questions as a means of navigating through it to new discoveries. “One good question can give rise to several layers of answers, can inspire decades-long searches for solutions, can generate whole new fields of inquiry, and can prompt changes in entrenched thinking,” Firestein writes. “Answers, on the other hand, often end the process.”

This expansive effect of questions has been studied by Dan Rothstein, who along with his colleague Luz Santana established the Right Question Institute, a small and fascinating nonprofit group formed in order to try to advance the teaching of questioning skills. Rothstein believes that questions do something—he is not sure precisely what—that has an “unlocking” effect in people’s minds. “It’s an experience we’ve all had at one point or another,” Rothstein maintains. “Just asking or hearing a question phrased a certain way produces an almost palpable feeling of discovery and new understanding. Questions produce the lightbulb effect.”

Rothstein has seen this phenomenon at work in classrooms where students (whether adults or children) are instructed to think and brainstorm using only questions. As they do this, Rothstein says, the floodgates of imagination seem to open up. The participants tend to become more engaged, more interested, in the subject at hand; the ideas begin to flow, in the form of questions. *Harvard Business Review* writer Polly LaBarre echoes this in describing the effect that lively and imaginative questioning can have in business settings: Such questions can be “fundamentally subversive, disruptive, and playful” and seem to “switch people into the mode required to create anything new.”

**How do questions do this?**

The neurologist and author Ken Heilman, a leading expert on creative activity in the brain, acknowledges that scant research has been focused on what’s happening in the brain when we ask questions. Neurologists these days can tell us what’s going on in the cerebral cortex when we daydream, watch a commercial, or work on a crossword puzzle, but, strangely, no one has much to say about the mental processes involved in forming and asking a question. However, Heilman points out, there has been significant neurological study of divergent thinking—the mental process of trying to come up with alternative ideas. Heilman notes, “Since divergent thinking is about saying, ‘Hey, what if I think differently about this?’ it’s actually a form of asking questions.”
What we know about divergent thinking is that it mostly happens in the more creative right hemisphere of the brain; that it taps into imagination and often triggers random association of ideas (which is a primary source of creativity); and that it can be intellectually stimulating and rewarding. So to the extent that questioning triggers divergent thinking, it’s not surprising that it can have the kind of mind-opening effect that Rothstein has observed in classrooms using RQI’s question-based teaching.

Rothstein points out, however, that questions not only open up thinking—they also can direct and focus it. In his exercises, students may begin with wide-open, divergent “what-if” speculation, but they gradually use their own questions to do “convergent” (focused) thinking as they get at the core of a difficult problem and reach consensus on how to proceed. They even use questions for “meta cognitive thinking,” as they analyze and reflect upon their own questions. “People think of questioning as simple,” Rothstein says, but when done right, “it’s a very sophisticated, high-level form of thinking.”

It is also egalitarian: “You don’t have to hold a position of authority to ask a powerful question,” noted LaBarre. In some ways, it can be more difficult or risky for those in authority to question. In Hal Gregersen’s study of business leaders who question, he found that they exhibited an unusual “blend of humility and confidence”—they were humble enough to acknowledge a lack of knowledge, and confident enough to admit this in front of others. The latter is no small thing given that, as author Sir Ken Robinson has observed, “In our culture, not to know is to be at fault, socially.”

Being willing to question is one thing; questioning well and effectively is another. Not all questions have the positive effects described above. Open questions—in particular, the kind of Why, What If, and How questions that can’t be answered with simple facts—generally tend to encourage creative thinking more than closed yes-or-no questions (though closed questions have their place, too, as we’ll see).

What may be even more important is the tone of questions. Confronted with a challenge or problem, one could respond with the question Oh my God, what are we going to do? Faced with the same situation, one might ask, What if this change represents an opportunity for us? How might we make the most of the situation?

Questions of the second type, with a more positive tone, will tend to yield better answers, according to David Cooperider, a Case Western professor who has developed a popular theory of “appreciative inquiry.” Cooperider says that “organizations gravitate toward the questions they ask.” If the questions from leaders and managers focus more on Why are we falling behind competitors? and Who is to blame?, then the organization is more likely to end up with a culture of turf-guarding and finger-pointing. Conversely, if the questions asked tend to be more expansive and optimistic, then that will be reflected in the culture. This is true of more than companies, he maintains. Whether we’re talking about countries, communities, families, or individuals, “we all live in the world our questions create.”

What business are we in now—and is there still a job for me?

One of the most important things questioning does is to enable people to think and act in the face of uncertainty. As Steve Quatran of the Right Question Institute puts it, forming questions helps us “to organize our thinking around what we don’t know.” This may explain why questioning is so important in innovation hotbeds such as Silicon Valley, where entrepreneurs must figure out, seemingly daily, how to create new products and businesses from thin air, while navigating highly competitive, volatile market conditions.

Sebastian Thrun, the engineer/inventor behind Google’s experimental self-driving X car and the founder of the online university Udacity, acknowledges the two-way relationship between technological change and questioning. The changes are fueled by the questions being asked—but those changes, in turn, fuel more
questions. That's because with each new advance, Thrun said, one must pause to ask, *Now that we know what we now know, what's possible now?*

In some sense, innovation means trying to find and formulate new questions that can, over time, be answered. Those questions, once identified, often become the basis for starting a new venture. Indeed, the rise of a number of today's top tech firms—Foursquare, Airbnb, Pandora Internet Radio—can be traced to a *Why doesn't somebody* or *What if we were* to question, in some cases inspired by the founder's personal experience.

One such example, which has become a modern classic business story, is the origin of the Netflix video-rental service. The man who would go on to start the company, Reed Hastings, was reacting to one of those frustrating everyday experiences we've all had. Hastings had been lax in returning some movies rented from a Blockbuster video store, and by the time he got around to it, the late charges were exorbitant. A frustrated Hastings wondered, *Why should I have to pay these fees?* (He has admitted that another question on his mind at the time was *How am I going to explain this charge to my wife?*)

Surely, others have been similarly outraged by late fees. But Hastings decided to do something about it, which led to a subsequent question: *What if a video-rental business were run like a health club?* He then set about figuring out how to design a video-rental model that had a monthly membership, like a health club, with no late fees. (Years later, Hastings would question whether Netflix could and should expand its model: *Why are we only renting the films and shows? What if we made them, too?*)

Through the years, companies from Polaroid (*Why do we have to wait for the picture?*) to Pixar (*Can animation be cuddly?*) have started with questions. However, when it comes to questioning, companies are like people: They start out doing it, then gradually do it less and less. A hierarchy forms, a methodology is established, and rules are set; after that, what is there to question?

But business leaders sometimes find themselves thrust back into questioning mode during dire or dynamic times, when those rules and methods they've come to rely on no longer work. Such is the case in today's business market, where the speed of, and need for, innovation has been ratcheted up—forcing some companies to ask bigger and more fundamental questions than they've asked in years about everything from the company's identity, to its mission, to a reexamination of who the customer is and what the core competencies should be. Much of it boils down to a fundamental question that a lot of companies find themselves asking right now:

*With all that's changing in the world and in our customers' lives, what business are we really in?*

As companies are forced to ask tough questions in the face of change, so, too, are the people working for those companies, or, increasingly, working for themselves or just trying to find work, period. The same forces roiling businesses—rapid technological upheaval, leading to changes in how jobs are performed and what skills are required—are creating what the *New York Times* recently characterized as a perfect storm in which no one, whether blue-collar or white-collar and whatever level of expertise, can afford to stand pat. "The need to constantly adapt is the new reality for many workers" was the theme of the piece headlined "The Age of Adaptation." The story had a term for what is now required of many workers—*serial mastery.*

To keep up, today's worker must constantly learn new skills by, for example, taking training courses. But as the *Times* article points out, these workers "are often left to figure out for themselves what new skills will make them more valuable, or just keep them from obsolescence."

Stories like this have been appearing with greater frequency—the *Times* columnist Thomas Friedman has written extensively about a new global economy that is ruthlessly demanding more skills and more inventiveness from the workforce. A quick scan of the stories' online comment sections reveals how people feel about all of this: worried and bewildered, but also, in some cases, angry and bitter. *I went to school, got a degree, picked up a skill, gained*
expertise in my field—I established myself over the years. Why should I have to start over?

Unfortunately, that’s a Why question that, however justified and reasonable it may seem, doesn’t lead anywhere. The rules Friedman is talking about have already changed; fair or not, like it or not. The challenge now is to figure out what these new conditions mean for each of us—what openings they create, and how best to exploit those openings and possibilities. A training program may be appropriate, but before taking any action, fundamental questioning is essential. How can you know whether retraining is worthwhile, or which kinds of training, without first spending time on questions such as:

- How is my field/industry changing?
- What trends are having the most impact on my field, and how is that likely to play out over the next few years?
- Which of my existing skills are most useful and adaptable in this new environment—and what new ones do I need to add?
- Should I diversify more—or focus on specializing in one area?
- Should I be thinking more in terms of finding a job—or creating one?

Changing tracks in a career is a form of innovation, on a personal level—and requires the same kind of rigorous inquiry that a business should undertake in pursuing a new direction or strategy. What’s required is not just a onetime adaptation; more likely, we’ll all have to be adept at continually changing tracks as we move forward.

Joichi Ito, the director of the esteemed MIT Media Lab, offers an interesting theory about the need for lifelong adaptation. When the world moved at a slower pace and things weren’t quite so complex, we spent the early part of life in learning mode. Then, once you became an adult, “you figured out what your job was and you repeated the same thing over and over again for the rest of your life.” Today, Ito explains, because of constant change and increased complexity, that rinse-and-repeat approach in adult life no longer works as well. In a time when so much of what we know is subject to revision or obsolescence, the comfortable expert must go back to being a restless learner.

Are questions becoming more valuable than answers?

As expertise loses its “shelf life,” it also loses some of its value. If we think of “questions” and “answers” as stocks on the market, then we could say that, in this current environment, questions are rising in value while answers are declining. “Right now, knowledge is a commodity,” says the Harvard education expert Tony Wagner. “Known answers are everywhere, and easily accessible.” Because we’re drowning in all of this data, “the value of explicit information is dropping,” according to Wagner’s colleague at Harvard, the innovation professor Paul Bottino. The real value, Bottino added, is in “what you can do with that knowledge, in pursuit of a query.”
The glut of knowledge has another interesting effect, as noted by author Stuart Firestein: It makes us more ignorant. That is to say, as our collective knowledge grows—as there is more and more to know, more than we can possibly keep up with—the amount that the individual knows, in relation to the growing body of knowledge, is smaller.

The good news, Firestein notes, is that there is more ignorance for us to explore. There are more “collectively known” things that we, as individuals, can learn about and a vast expanse of unknown things we could, potentially, discover. Overall, there’s more darkness into which we can shine that “question flashlight.”

Another way to think of it is that as we increasingly find ourselves surrounded by the new, the unfamiliar, and the unknown, we’re experiencing something not unlike early childhood. Everywhere we turn, there’s something to wonder and inquire about. MIT’s Joi Ito says that as we try to come to terms with a new reality that requires us to be lifelong learners (instead of just early-life learners), we must try to maintain or rekindle the curiosity, sense of wonder, inclination to try new things, and ability to adapt and absorb that served us so well in childhood. We must become, in a word, neotenous (neoteny being a biological term that describes the retention of childlike attributes in adulthood). To do so, we must rediscover the tool that kids use so well in those early years: the question. Ito puts it quite simply: “You don’t learn unless you question.”

Questions trump answers: Some people have been saying this for a while, among them John Seely Brown. The former chief scientist at Xerox Corporation, Brown headed up its famous Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) for years. More recently, as co-founder of an innovation think tank known as the Deloitte Center for the Edge, Brown advises some of the world’s leading companies on how to keep pace in a turbulent environment. He has also written about how our approach to education must be completely rethought, in light of what he calls the “exponential change” that is upon us.

Things are changing so fast, Brown told me, “I have to reframe how I even think about using all of this technology. I find myself asking all kinds of fundamental questions. And as I do that, I eventually realize that the lenses I’m looking through to see the world around me are wrong—and that I have to construct a whole new frame of reference.”

The problem is not just rapid change—it’s also the sheer volume of information rushing at us from all directions and many sources. Without a filtering device, we can’t separate what’s relevant or reliable from what’s not. When we’re overloaded with information, “context becomes critical,” Brown says. “What matters now is your ability to triangulate, to look at something from multiple sources, and construct your own warrants for what you choose to believe.” That can involve “asking all kinds of peripheral questions,” Brown notes, such as What is the agenda behind this information? How current is it? How does it connect with other information I’m finding?

The author Seth Godin is touching on a similar idea when he writes, “Our new civic and professional life is all about doubt. About questioning the status quo, questioning marketing or political claims, and most of all questioning what’s next.” To navigate in today’s info-swamp, we must have, according to Bard College president Leon Botstein, “the ability to evaluate risk, recognize demagoguery, the ability to question not only other people’s views, but one’s own assumptions.” The more we’re deluged with information, with “facts” (which may or may not
Can technology help us ask better questions? For the most part, it is better suited to responding to questions—not so good at asking them. Picasso was onto this truth fifty years ago when he commented, “Computers are useless—they only give you answers.”

On the other hand, technology can serve up amazing, innovative, life-changing answers—if we know how to ask for them. The potential is mind-boggling, as IBM’s Watson system demonstrates. Its winning appearance in 2011 on the TV quiz show *Jeopardy!* proved it could answer questions better than any human. Today, IBM is feeding the system a steady diet of, among other things, medical information—so that it can answer just about any question a doctor might throw at it (If patient exhibits symptoms A, B, and C, what might this indicate?). But the doctor still has to figure out what to ask—and then must be able to question Watson’s response, which might be technically accurate but not commonsensical.

When I visited Watson and its programmers recently at IBM’s main research facility—where the machine, consisting of a stack of servers, resides alone in a basement, humming quietly and waiting for questions to crunch on—I inquired (directing my queries to the nearby humans, not the machine) whether Watson might ever turn the tables on us and start asking us wickedly complex questions. While that’s not its purpose, its programmers point out something interesting and quite promising: As Watson comes in increasing contact with doctors and medical students currently using the system, the machine is slowly training them to ask more and better questions in order to pull the information they need out of the system. As it trains them to be better questioners, Watson will almost certainly help them to be better doctors.

Is “knowing” obsolete?

Today, only a small group of medical professionals are using the Watson system to answer their questions. But eventually, all doctors—and all the rest of us, as well—will have access to some form of cloud-based super-search-engine that can quickly answer almost any factual question with a level of precision and expertise that’s way beyond what we have now. Which reinforces that the value of questions is going to keep rising as that of answers keeps falling.

Clearly, technology will have the answers covered—so we will no longer need to fill our heads with those answers as much as we once did, bringing to mind a classic Einstein story. A reporter doing an interview concludes by asking Einstein for his phone number, and Einstein reaches for a nearby phone book. While Einstein is looking up his own number in the book, the reporter asks why such a smart man can’t remember it. Einstein explains that there’s no reason to fill his mind with information that can so easily be looked up.

In the current era of Google and Watson, with databases doing much of the “knowing” for us, many critics today question the wisdom of an education system that still revolves around teaching students to memorize facts. One such education critic, the author Sugata Mitra, made just this point at a TED Conference by tossing out the provocative question Is “knowing” obsolete? Of course, not all knowledge is mere factual information; the TED question, as worded, is overly broad. But if we zero in on a narrow kind of
knowledge—stored facts or “answers”—then that kind of “knowing” might be better left to machines with more memory.

But if we can’t compete with technology when it comes to storing answers, questioning—that uniquely human capacity—is our ace in the hole. Until Watson acquires the equivalent of human curiosity, creativity, divergent thinking skills, imagination, and judgment, it will not be able to formulate the kind of original, counterintuitive, and unpredictable questions an innovative thinker—or even just your average four-year-old—can come up with.

Moreover, only through effective inquiry can we fully explore, probe, access, and, hopefully, figure out what to do with all those answers the technology has in store for us. This goes beyond just being able to query a search engine or a database; immense resources and capabilities are available today to those who are able to access and traverse the network that now exists online.

By tapping into social networks, online sources of information, and digital communities, it is increasingly feasible, MIT’s Ito points out, for an individual to tackle a large challenge or question, or to launch an initiative or movement. One can do so relatively quickly by “pulling resources—answers, expert advice, partners, sources of funding, influence—from the network as you need it.” However, “the main way you pull support from the network is by querying it. And you need to understand how to frame the questions to get the best response.”

In light of this, there’s never been a better time to be a questioner—because it is so much easier now to begin a journey of inquiry, with so many places you can turn for information, help, ideas, feedback, or even to find possible collaborators who might be interested in the same question.

As John Seely Brown notes, a questioner can thrive in these times of exponential change. “If you don’t have that disposition to question,” Brown says, “you’re going to fear change. But if you’re comfortable questioning, experimenting, connecting things—then change is something that becomes an adventure. And if you can see it as an adventure, then you’re off and running.”

Why does everything begin with Why?

As Van Phillips began to proceed further on his own journey, he was, to use Brown’s words, “questioning, experimenting, connecting things.” He revised his initial Why question—If they can put a man on the moon, why can’t I (not they) make a decent foot?—and began to immerse himself deeply in the world of prosthetics.

The more Phillips learned, the more questions he had: about the materials being used (Why wood, when there were so many better alternatives?); about the shape (Why did a prosthetic foot have to be shaped like a bulky human foot? Did that even make sense?); about the primary purpose of a replacement foot (Why was there so much emphasis on trying to match the look of a human foot? Wasn’t performance more important?).

This all comprises the first stage of innovative questioning—first confronting, formulating, and framing the initial question that articulates the challenge at hand, and trying to gain some understanding of context. I think of this as the Why stage, though not every question asked at this juncture has to begin with the word why. Still, this is the point at which one is apt to inquire:

- Why does a particular situation exist?
- Why does it present a problem or create a need or opportunity, and for whom?
- Why has no one addressed this need or solved this problem before?
- Why do you personally (or your company, or organization) want to invest more time thinking about, and formulating questions around, this problem?

The situation Van Phillips confronted was unusual in some ways. He didn’t have to go looking for his Why problem; it came to him. He didn’t have to wonder about whom it affected or whether it was worth his time. But when the problem was thrust upon him, he asked a proactive Why question (instead of just passively wondering, Why did this have to happen to me?). Then he
kept asking more Why questions as he explored the nature and the dimensions of the problem.

Innovative questioners, when faced with situations that are less than ideal, inquire as to why, trying to figure out what’s lacking. Often times, these questions arise out of mundane, everyday situations, such as that “late fees” problem encountered by Reed Hastings before he founded Netflix. Similarly, Pandora Internet Radio founder Tim Westergren, a former band musician, observing all the talented-yet-struggling musicians he knew, wondered why it was so difficult for them to connect with the audience they deserved. Airbnb cofounder Joe Gebbia, along with roommate Brian Chesky, wanted to know why people coming to his town at certain times of the year had so much trouble getting hotel accommodations.

The New York Times technology reporter David Pogue has written about how so many things that are now part of our everyday lives—such as ATM machines, computer documents, and shampoo bottles—all started the same way: We get these breakthroughs, Pogue writes, “when someone looks at the way things have always been done and asks why?”

And the phenomenon isn’t limited to business innovation and invention stories; asking Why can be the first step to bringing about change in almost any context. Gretchen Rubin showed how a simple Why question could be applied to one’s everyday life—and be the spark that leads to dramatic change. One rainy day, looking out the window of a New York City bus, Rubin pondered, Why am I not happy with my life as it is? This question got her thinking about the nature of happiness, then researching that, then applying what she learned to her own life—and, importantly, to the lives of others. Thus was born her immensely successful multimedia venture known as The Happiness Project.

We can and should ask Why about career, family relationships, local community issues—anywhere we might encounter a situation that is ripe for change and improvement. Why is my career not advancing in the way I’d hoped? Or if it is advancing, and I’m still not happy, why is that? Why is my product or service failing to connect with customers who ought to love it? Why is my father-in-law so difficult to get along with?

Sometimes questioners go out looking for their Why—searching for a question they can work on and answer. The term problem-finding is used to describe this pursuit, and while it may seem odd to go looking for problems, according to the business consultant Min Basadur—who teaches problem-finding skills to executives at top companies—it’s one of the most important things to do for an established business, large or small. As Basadur notes, if you are able to “find” a problem before others do, and then successfully answer the questions surrounding that problem, you can create a new venture, a new career, a new industry. Here again, as Basadur attests, it applies to life, as well—if you seek out problems in your life before they’re obvious, before they’ve reached a crisis stage, you can catch and address them while they still offer the best opportunities for improvement and reinvention.

Just asking Why without taking any action may be a source of stimulating thought or conversation, but it is not likely to produce change. (Basic formula: Q (questioning) + A (action) = I (innovation). On the other hand, Q - A = P (philosophy). In observing how questioners tackle problems, I noticed a pattern in many of the stories:
• Person encounters a situation that is less than ideal; asks Why.
• Person begins to come up with ideas for possible improvements/solutions—with such ideas usually surfacing in the form of What If possibilities.
• Person takes one of those possibilities and tries to implement it or make it real; this mostly involves figuring out How.

The Why/What If/How sequence represents a basic and logical progression, drawing, in part, on several existing models that break down the creative problem-solving process. For example, current theories of “design thinking,” used by IDEO and other leading designers to systematically solve problems, have laid out a process that starts with framing a problem and learning more about it (similar to my Why stage), then proceeds to generating ideas (which corresponds to What If), and eventually builds upon those ideas through prototyping (which could be thought of as the How stage).

A similar progression—moving from understanding a problem, to imagining possible solutions, to then going to work on those possibilities—can also be seen in the creative problem-solving processes of the business consultant Min Basadur (who, in turn, owes a debt to earlier processes developed by the little-known but legendary Creative Problem Solving Institute of Buffalo, New York). Echoes of this are even in the classic four-stage process of creativity—Preparation/Incubation/Illumination/Implementation—developed nearly a century ago by the British psychologist Graham Wallas.

All of which is to say there is good reason why the stages of questioning proceed in the order laid out in this book. It corresponds to what has been learned, through the years, about how best to confront problems and work toward possible solutions. It’s also based on observation of how many of the questioners featured in the book cycled through the process of coming up with innovative solutions.

The Why/What If/How progression offers a simplified way to approach questioning; it’s an attempt to bring at least some semblance of order to a questioning process that is, by its nature, chaotic and unpredictable. A journey of inquiry is bound to lead you into the unknown (as it should), but if you have a sense of the kinds of questions to ask at various stages along the way, you’ve at least got some road markers. Indeed, this is the beauty of “process” in general: It may not provide any answers or solutions, but, as one design-thinker told me, having a process helps you to keep taking next steps—so that, as he put it, “even when you don’t know what you’re doing, you still know what to do.”

How do you move from asking to action?

At some point, Van Phillips progressed from Why to What If. Phillips was by now working in the prosthetics industry and doing his own “contextual inquiry” (inquiring up close and in context) in his endeavor to understand how things were done in that business, so that he could question more intelligently.
Yet even as Phillips began to gain expertise in prosthetics, he tried to maintain his original "outsider" perspective. As he was working on his project, he was advised by a mentor to go to the patent office and research everything that had been done on prosthetic foot inventions. "My reaction to that was 'I'm not going to pollute my mind with everyone else's ideas. I'm following my own path, not somebody else's.'"

Phillips was not in a hurry; he was not looking for quick answers from experts. "If you give the mind time and space, it will do its own work on the problem, over time," he said. "And it will usually come up with interesting possibilities to work with." Gradually, those possibilities began to surface in Phillips's mind. At the What If stage the imagination begins to go to work, whether we're conscious of it or not. The mind, if preoccupied with a problem or question long enough, will tend to come up with possibilities that might eventually lead to answers, but at this stage are still speculations, untested hypotheses, and early epiphanies. (Epiphanies often are characterized as "Aha! moments," but that suggests the problem has been solved in a flash. More often, insights arrive as What if moments—bright possibilities that are untested and open to question.)

Exploring What If possibilities is a wide-open, fun stage of questioning and should not be rushed. Today, the idea of "sitting with" and "living with" a question may seem strange, as we've gotten used to having our queries answered quickly and in bite-size servings. Stuart Firestein, in his book Ignorance, wonders if we've gotten too comfortable with this. Are we too enthralled with answers? he asks. Are we afraid of questions, especially those that linger too long?

Often the worst thing you can do with a difficult question is to try to answer it too quickly. When the mind is coming up with What If possibilities, these fresh, new ideas can take time to percolate and form. They often result from connecting existing ideas in unusual and interesting ways. Einstein was an early believer in this form of "combinatorial thinking"; today it is widely accepted as one of the primary sources of creativity. Since this type of thinking involves both connections and questions, I think of it as connective inquiry.

As Van Phillips got, in his words, "knee-deep" into his foot project, he did lots of interesting, offbeat connective inquiry. For example, he'd started thinking about the spring force of a diving board and wondering, What if you could somehow replicate a diving board's propulsive effect in a prosthetic foot? Somewhere along the way he learned about animal leg movements—in particular, about how the powerful tendons in a cheetah's hind legs produced remarkable spring-force whenever the legs were bent and the tendons compressed. What if a human leg could be more like a cheetah's?

He also made a mental connection with a distant memory. When he was growing up, his father owned an antique Chinese sword with a C-shaped blade. Phillips had always been fascinated by this sword because the curved blade was actually stronger and more flexible than a straight one. This created a fresh possibility in his mind: Instead of a traditional L-shaped lower leg and foot, what if he dispensed with the heel and created a limb that was one smooth, continuous curve, from leg to toe? With such a design, and with the right materials, he'd be able to incorporate the elasticity of a cheetah's tendons and the bounce of a diving board. On such a limb, an amputee could not just walk, but run and jump.
And if when I find it's not working, how do I figure out what's wrong and fix it?

Today, most of us are in a better position to build on our ideas and questions than ever before. We can use computer sketch programs, create YouTube videos of what we're doing, set up beta websites, tap into social networks for help—or even launch a Kickstarter project to fund our efforts to solve a problem or create something new.

Phillips didn't have any of those resources at the time he was working on his foot. He sketched by hand, then built clay prototypes in his basement lab. He would trek up to the kitchen to bake in his oven the ingredients that would go into his superfoot. "I was curing parts between fifty-pound hot plates in my oven, burning myself a lot," he told me.

Phillips created somewhere between two hundred and three hundred prototypes of the Flex-Foot, and "a lot of them broke the first time you put your weight down on them." Every time a foot broke, he dissected the failure through questioning: Why did it break? What if I change the mix of materials? How will this new version hold up? Each time Phillips fell, he landed in a place that was further ahead, closer to the breakthrough. He was failing forward, the whole time.

The Flex-Foot prosthetics that Phillips introduced, starting in the mid-1980s and continuing until he sold the line and his company in 2000, revolutionized the prosthetics industry. While the Flex-Foot line had various models for different uses, its most dramatic was the Cheetah—which incorporated various disparate influences (the diving board, the animal leg, the curved Chinese sword). With its curved blades, it changed everything: the way we think about prosthetics, how they're supposed to look, what an amputee can do with them. Using Phillips's creation, an amputee climbed Mount Everest; the runner Aimee Mullins became the first double-amputee sprinter to compete in NCAA track and field; for Georgetown University; and most famously, the South African

What If possibilities are powerful things; they are the seeds of innovation. But you do not get from idea to reality in one leap, even if you've got spring-force dynamics on your side. What sets apart the innovative questioners is their ability—mostly born out of persistence and determination—to give form to their ideas and make them real. This is the final, and critical, How stage of inquiry—when you've asked all the Whys, considered the What Ifs . . . and must now figure out, How do I actually get this done? It's the action stage, yet it is still driven by questions, albeit more practical ones.

How do I decide which of my ideas is the one I'll pursue?

How do I begin to test that idea, to see what works and what doesn't?
runner Oscar Pistorius ran on two Cheetahs as he competed in the 2012 Olympics. As for Phillips himself, his prosthetic foot—the decades-long answer to his original question—enabled him to return to one of his deepest passions in life: He now runs every day, on the beach near his home in Mendocino, California.

When he’s not running, Phillips is hard at work trying to create new versions of limbs that do even more for less. In fact, almost as soon as he developed the Cheetah, he was asking, *Why does it have to cost so much? What if the design were tweaked in some way—through new materials, different processes—so as to make the limb accessible to more people? How might I make that work?*

It’s common for questioners to do this; each “answer” they arrive at brings a fresh wave of questions. To keep questioning is as natural, for them, as breathing. But how did they come to be this way? And why aren’t more people like that?